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1 & 2 CHRONICLES
Chronicles: This isn’t just repeat
content from 1 and 2 Kings.
These books summarize all of
Jewish Scripture from Adam to
the return from exile.

ND

THE SEVENTH &
EIGHTH
COMMANDMENT
This commandment teaches
who the real owner of property,
our wealth, and our stuff is. It’s
God.
The character and reputation of
someone else is more
important than our own.

WEEK 8

WEEK 8

✓

1 & 2 CHRONICLES
This book is designed to emphasize the hope for a messiah and a
new temple
Genealogies summarize the story of Israel (1 Chr 1-9)
David portrayed more positively (1 Chr 10-29)
2 Chronicles focuses only on the kings in Jerusalem, not the
northern kings.
Chronicles ends with an incomplete edict from Cyrus of Persia. You
leave with a prophetic hope. “This is a story in search of an ending.”

✓

EZRA
The return and the rebuilding of the temple (1-6)
Ezra’s efforts during the return (7-10)

1 & 2 CHRONICLES, EZRA

You are not to
steal.
&
You are not to
bear false
witness
against your
neighbor.
THE SEVENTH & EIGHTH COMMANDMENT

Luther
7th & 8th Commandment
You are not to steal.
&
You are not to bear false witness against your neighbor.
7th What is this? Answer:
We are to fear and love God, so that we neither take our neighbors’
money or property nor acquire them by using shoddy merchandise or
crooked deals, but instead help them to improve and protect their
property and income.

8th What is this? Answer:
We are to fear and love God, so that we do not tell lies about our
neighbors, betray or slander them, or destroy their reputations. Instead
we are to come to their defense, speak well of them, and interpret
everything they do in the best possible light.
7TH & 8TH COMMANDMENT

